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Wide Column Stores

Change the data access pattern

RDMBS Wide Column Store

Technologies

I HBase (Hadoop)

I (Roadmap MS SQL Server 11)

Sweet spot

Data analytics, BI



Key/Value Stores

Blob

’someblob’ → ”01011100011111. . . ”

Image

’Thomas’ →

Text

’cp01.txt’ → “Alice was beginning to get very tired ...”

Limited ???
I ... wait and see

Technology

Riak



Document Stores

JSON Document

{ "title" : "CouchDB for Ruby and Ruby on Rails"
, "tags" :
  [ "couchdb"
  , "rails"
  , "ruby"
  ]
, "content_format" : "markdown"
, "private" : false
, "doc_type" : "wiki-page"
, "created_at" : "2010-07-15T07:44:07.573Z"
, "modified_at" : "2010-07-21T18:04:49.731Z"
}

10.06.2011 ~/take-away-wiki/db_data/rails_couch…

C:/Users/u204013/…/rails_couchdb.html 1/1

Structure awarness

MapReduce and more can act on it

Technology

I CouchDB

I (MongoDB)



Intermezzo : JSON

JSON - Java Script Object Notation

{ "title" : "CouchDB for Ruby and Ruby on Rails"
, "tags" :

[ "couchdb"
  , "rails"
  , "ruby"

]
, "content_format" : "markdown"
, "private" : false
, "doc_type" : "wiki-page"
, "created_at" : "2010-07-15T07:44:07.573Z"
, "modified_at" : "2010-07-21T18:04:49.731Z"
}

key

Value

Obj { }

Obj End

Array [ ]



Why not SQL?



RDBMS/SQL

I Relations: beautiful and simple mathematical concept

I SQL: declarative language

I Think in sets not in how to manipulate data

I High level of abstraction

Served us well for decades!

. . . but not for every usecase



Problem 1: Objects, Relations and ORM

Indication of size
I ActiveRecord: largest component of Ruby on

Rails

I Hibernate and NHibernate are BIG

I EF4

1979 Bell Labs AT&T

OO & RDBMS: bad idea, don’t use them
together!

0comparatively: ActiveRecord isn’t a fat abstraction
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Problem 1: Objects, Relations and ORM

ORMs are the vietnam of computer
science

”... early successes yield a
commitment to use ORM in places
where success becomes more elusive,
and over time, isn’t a success at all due
to the overhead of time and energy
required to support it through all
possible use-cases.”

(Ted Neward, 2006)

The ORM Smackdown - .NET Rocks Show 240

http://www.dotnetrocks.com/default.aspx?ShowNum=240


Problem 1: Objects, Relations and ORM

Do we need and want this level of abstraction/obfuscation?

“I think I’m ready to say this out loud: Big ORMs are dead.”

(R. Connery, 2011-06-02 on Twitter)



Problem 2: Web 2.0 Distributed World

Take your data (-base) with you!

I Ubuntu One based on CouchDB



Problem 3: Web 2.0 Huge Datasets

Highly normalized and flexible schemas

⇒ random data-access pattern

so what?



Moore’s Law



Kryder’s Law



Comparison

Year Transistors Size Random Access Time

1980 68 · 103 5 MB ???

2010 2 · 109 3 TB 5 ms

factor 30000 600000 ???



Comparison

Year Transistors Size Random Access Time

1980 68 · 103 5 MB 85 ms

2010 2 · 109 3 TB 5 ms

factor 30000 600000 17



Read the whole 2010 3T drive in random access manner:
I ≈ 70 Days

Vertial scaling

I 100s of disks (SAN)

I a really fat network infrastructure (InfiniBand)

I big machines

or

sequential access on commodity hardware:

2004 - 2006 Google FS, Google MapReduce
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Foundations

I MVCC

I CAP & BASE

I Sharding

I Reliablity

I MapReduce



MVCC

Multiversion concurrency control



CVS
‘#cvs.lock’

SVN
svn lock ...

TFS Source Control

Lock-Types: ”none”,
”check-out”, or ”check-in”

There is a problem

Google: ”. . . lock” → ”How do I unlock . . . ”
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I Git

I Mercurial

I Bitkeeper

I . . .
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I Git

I Mercurial

I Bitkeeper

I . . .

DSCMS ↔ distributed NoSQL database



MVCC for software transactional memory

Increment a counter in a Clojure transaction

Output



Increment & Decrement in concurrent threads

Clojure STM ← MVCC

1https://github.com/DrTom/clojure-mvcc-demo

https://github.com/DrTom/clojure-mvcc-demo
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Closing MVCC

Essence
I multiple variants of an entity at a given time

I decide later (→ eventual consistency)

MVCC in NoSQL
I Riak

I CouchDB

I ...

but not MongoDB neither HBase

MVCC in RMDBS
I Orcale (≥ 3)

I MS SQL Server (≥ 2005)

I PostgreSQL

I ...
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CAP Theorem

Eventual Consistency



“Each node in a system should be able to make decisions purely
based on local state. If you need to do something under high load
with failures occurring and you need to reach agreement, you’re
lost. If you’re concerned about scalability, any algorithm that
forces you to run agreement will eventually become your
bottleneck. Take that as a given.”

(Werner Vogels, Amazon CTO and Vice President)



Gedankenexperiment



Node failure



Network partition



CAP Theorem

C

A P

you can achieve any two but
no more of

I Consistency of Data

I Availability of Service

I Resiliance to Network
Partitioning

Brewer’s conjecture and the feasibility of consistent, available,
partition-tolerant web services.

(Nancy Lynchand, Seth Gilbert; ACM SIGACT 2002)



Brewers Conjecture

ACID

vs

BASE

BASE:
I Basically Available

I Soft-state

I Eventual consistency

Towards Robust Distributed Systems

Keynote, ACM Symposium on the Principles of Distributed
Computing (PODC) 2000

(Dr. Eric A. Brewer)



Closing CAP - The Real World

C

A P

Availability is not an option

I Availability & Partition Tolerance

I Consistency & Availability

The (two) model(s) in the CAP proof are really too simple

I you can consistently read but not write

I temporary non availability and latencies are an option

I the concept of time and duration makes the model non trivial

The reality is not black and white

I you can be somewhere in the CAP triangle

I many distributed NoSQL systems have options to tweak



Sharding



RDBMS - Sharding

I no transactions over shard-boundary

I might be complex to do

I of limited use

I ⇒ either get a decent SAN or use NoSQL alternatives



NoSQL Master-Slave Architecture



Nothing Shared Architecture

Consistent Hashing

Technique for hashing in distributed systems.

I hash keys on a ring



Consistent Hashing

I buckets as angle-segments on the ring

I



Consistent Hashing

I buckets as angle-segments on the ring

I replication by overlapping



Nothing Shared Architecture - Consistent Hashing

Advantages

I simple by definition

I very resilient

I yields highly reliable clusters

I scales easily

Disadvantages

I not optimal for very skewed
distributions of data



Reliability

and an introduction to MapReduce



Reliability Assumptions on Hardware

Commodity Rack Server SAN

failure 1 Day / Year 1 Day / 5 Years 1 Day / 50 Years

pf 0.00273973 0.000547945 0.0000547945

pr = 1− pf 0.99726 0.999452 0.999945



Vertical Scaling

pr = 0.9994, fails every 2.4 years in
expectation

fail-over / standby
→ even more $$$
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Horizontal Scaling

Reliability in a “Nothing Shared Architecture”.

Given
I Target reliability pr

I Number of required systems r to perform
computation

Wanted
I Number of total systems n to satisfy pr

⇒ Monte-Carlo Simulation



Horizontal Scaling - Monte-Carlo

 1 module Simulation
 2 // How many cheap systems do you need? 
 3 // Monte-Carlo Analysis in F#
 4 
 5 let random = new System.Random()
 6 let systems = 4
 7 let Reliability = 95 // per cent, pr = 0.97
 8 
 9 let RequiredSystems = 3
10 let SampleSize = int (System.Math.Pow( 10.0, 7.0))
11 
12 printfn "Simulation \nNr. systems -> Reliability"
13 [ for systems  = 1 to  15 do // shadows systems from above
14   yield
15     [ for i = 1 to SampleSize do
16         yield
17           [ for i = 1 to systems do  yield random.Next(100) ]
18             |> List.map( fun x -> if x < Reliability then 1 else 0)
19             |> List.reduce( + )
20     ] |> List.map( fun x -> if x >= RequiredSystems then 1 else 0)
21       |> List.reduce( + )
22       |> ( fun sum -> float sum / float SampleSize)
23 ]|> List.iteri( fun i f -> ( printfn "%2d ->  %3.2f" (i+1) (f*100.)))



Intermezzo: MapReduce

 1 module Simulation
 2 // How many cheap systems do you need? 
 3 // Monte-Carlo Analysis in F#
 4 
 5 let random = new System.Random()
 6 let systems = 4
 7 let Reliability = 95 // per cent, pr = 0.97
 8 
 9 let RequiredSystems = 3
10 let SampleSize = int (System.Math.Pow( 10.0, 7.0))
11 
12 printfn "Simulation \nNr. systems -> Reliability"
13 [ for systems  = 1 to  15 do // shadows systems from above
14   yield
15     [ for i = 1 to SampleSize do
16         yield
17           [ for i = 1 to systems do  yield random.Next(100) ]
18             |> List.map( fun x -> if x < Reliability then 1 else 0)
19             |> List.reduce( + )
20     ] |> List.map( fun x -> if x >= RequiredSystems then 1 else 0)
21       |> List.reduce( + )
22       |> ( fun sum -> float sum / float SampleSize)
23 ]|> List.iteri( fun i f -> ( printfn "%2d ->  %3.2f" (i+1) (f*100.)))

Input: [ 5, 56, 98, 3, 80 , ... ]

Map: → [1, 1, 0, 1, 1, ... ]

Reduce: → 4

I ”Our abstraction is inspired by the map and reduce primitives
present in Lisp and many other functional languages.”

I ”... Programs written in this functional style are
automatically parallelized and executed on a large cluster
of commodity machines...”

MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on Large Clusters

(Jeffrey Dean and Sanjay Ghemawat, Google Labs)
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Closing Reliability

p(total)r =

n∑
k=r

(
n

k

)
pn−k
f pkr

required commodity units r = 100
reliability one failure every year pr = 0.99726

Fault-tolerance of a nothing shared architecture
We start out from a different model when considering nothing shared architectures. We
assume that there is a number of $r$ systems required to finish the computation in a
timely manner. We also assume that once one system fails the data and computation is
seamlessly overtaken by an other system. This is a reasonable assumption given that the
size-distribution of the values behaves well. The question is how many systems $n$ are
required to give a certain reliability $p_r^{(total)}$. The result is given by the following
equation

$$ p_r^{(total)} = \sum_{k=r}^n {n \choose k} \; p^{n-k}_{f} \; p_{r}^k $$

where $p_f$ (respectively $p_r$) is the probability of failure (respectively reliability) of
a unit.

Let us try to understand the given equation intuitively. The basic idea is to count and add
the all the cases that yield at least $r$ running systems. Let us consider the corner case
$r=n$ first. Then the equation simplifies to $p_r^{(total)} = p_r^k$ which is obviously
correct.

For some $k$ with $r \leq k \leq n$ consider the case that exactly $k$ systems are
running. The probability that the first $k$ units are running and the remaining $n-k$
units are not running is exactly $p_{r}^k \cdot p^{n-k}_{f}$. There are $n$ choose $k$
configurations that yield exactly $k$ running systems. Finally we sum over all $k$
where $r \leq k \leq n$.

Numbers

Let us consider some numbers for example. We assume that we need at least 100
commodity type machines. The following table shows the reliability of a nothing shared
architecture.

Number
of Units

100 101 102 103 104 105

Reliability 0.760067 0.968304 0.997115 0.999799 0.999988 0.999999
expected
failure in

years
0.011 0.086 0.949 13.6 241 5077

Exactly 100 machines yield a terrible reliability. However, an overhead of just 5% gives
an failure of more then every 5000 years in expectation.I extreme reliability at a very competitive price

1http://dr.th.schank.ch/blog/post/ryb8

http://dr.th.schank.ch/blog/post/ryb8


MapReduce





Frequency of Words in Riak MapReduce

Inputcp1.txt                                                                       Page 1

CHAPTER I. Down the Rabbit Hole

Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the
bank, and of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped into the
book her sister was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in
it, 'and what is the use of a book,' thought Alice 'without pictures or
conversation?'

So she was considering in her own mind (as well as she could, for the
hot day made her feel very sleepy and stupid), whether the pleasure
of making a daisy chain would be worth the trouble of getting up and
picking the daisies, when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes ran
close by her.

There was nothing so VERY remarkable in that; nor did Alice think it so
VERY much out of the way to hear the Rabbit say to itself, 'Oh dear!
Oh dear! I shall be late!' (when she thought it over afterwards, it
occurred to her that she ought to have wondered at this, but at the time
it all seemed quite natural); but when the Rabbit actually TOOK A WATCH
OUT OF ITS WAISTCOAT POCKET, and looked at it, and then hurried on,
Alice started to her feet, for it flashed across her mind that she had
never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat pocket, or a watch
to take out of it, and burning with curiosity, she ran across the field
after it, and fortunately was just in time to see it pop down a large
rabbit hole under the hedge.

In another moment down went Alice after it, never once considering how
in the world she was to get out again.

The rabbit hole went straight on like a tunnel for some way, and then
dipped suddenly down, so suddenly that Alice had not a moment to think
about stopping herself before she found herself falling down a very deep
well.

Either the well was very deep, or she fell very slowly, for she had
plenty of time as she went down to look about her and to wonder what was
going to happen next. First, she tried to look down and make out what
she was coming to, but it was too dark to see anything; then she
looked at the sides of the well, and noticed that they were filled with
cupboards and book shelves; here and there she saw maps and pictures
hung upon pegs. She took down a jar from one of the shelves as
she passed; it was labelled 'ORANGE MARMALADE', but to her great
disappointment it was empty: she did not like to drop the jar for fear
of killing somebody, so managed to put it into one of the cupboards as
she fell past it.

'Well!' thought Alice to herself, 'after such a fall as this, I shall
think nothing of tumbling down stairs! How brave they'll all think me at
home! Why, I wouldn't say anything about it, even if I fell off the top
of the house!' (Which was very likely true.)

Down, down, down. Would the fall NEVER come to an end! 'I wonder how
many miles I've fallen by this time?' she said aloud. 'I must be getting
somewhere near the centre of the earth. Let me see: that would be four
thousand miles down, I think ' (for, you see, Alice had learnt several
things of this sort in her lessons in the schoolroom, and though this
was not a VERY good opportunity for showing off her knowledge, as there
was no one to listen to her, still it was good practice to say it over)
' yes, that's about the right distance but then I wonder what Latitude
or Longitude I've got to?' (Alice had no idea what Latitude was, or
Longitude either, but thought they were nice grand words to say.)

Presently she began again. 'I wonder if I shall fall right THROUGH the
earth! How funny it'll seem to come out among the people that walk with
their heads downward! The Antipathies, I think ' (she was rather glad
there WAS no one listening, this time, as it didn't sound at all the
right word) ' but I shall have to ask them what the name of the country
is, you know. Please, Ma'am, is this New Zealand or Australia?' (and
she tried to curtsey as she spoke fancy CURTSEYING as you're falling
through the air! Do you think you could manage it?) 'And what an
ignorant little girl she'll think me for asking! No, it'll never do to
ask: perhaps I shall see it written up somewhere.'

Output

alice wordcount.json                                                          Page 1

[ 
  { "_i_" : 2
  , "alas" : 4
  , "alice" : 362
  , "alive" : 3
  , "all" : 172
  , "allow" : 2
   } 
] 

1http://dr.th.schank.ch/blog/post/sop4
2https://github.com/DrTom/riakqp/tree/public/demo/alice-in-wonderland

http://dr.th.schank.ch/blog/post/sop4
https://github.com/DrTom/riakqp/tree/public/demo/alice-in-wonderland
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Riak Request

<sentations/2011 06 Jazoon NoSQL/riak mrdemo/query alice in wonderland_js.jsonPage 1

{ "inputs" : "Alice in Wonderland"
, "query" : 
  [ 
    { "map" : 
      { "language" : "javascript"
      , "source" : "(function(v) { var freq; freq = {}; (v.values[0].data.toL..."
      } 
    } 
  , 
    { "reduce" : 
      { "language" : "javascript"
      , "source" : "(function(v) { var freq, sortwords; sortwords = function(..."
      } 
    } 
  ] 
} 

send via HTTP POST to http://yourRiakNode/mapred



Riak Map-phase

1 (v) ->
2   freq = {}
3   (v.values[0].data
4     .toLowerCase().match(/\w+/g))
5       .forEach (word) ->
6         freq[word] = (freq[word] ? 0) + 1
7   [freq]

I Input: v.values[0].data =
“Alice was beginning to get very tired ...”

I line 4: →
["alice","was","beginning","to","get","very","tired",...]

I line 5,6: → "alice":1,"was":1,"beginning":1,...

0JavaScript in CoffeeScript syntax

http://jashkenas.github.com/coffee-script/


Riak Reduce-phase

Reduce~/Presentations/2011 06 Jazoon NoSQL/riak mrdemo/reduce_word_count.coffee[+]  Page 1

(v) >
  freq = {}
  v.forEach (wordcount)  >
    for word, count of wordcount
      freq[word] = (freq[word] ? 0) + count
  [sortwords(freq)]

Output

alice wordcount.json                                                          Page 1

[ 
  { "_i_" : 2
  , "alas" : 4
  , "alice" : 362
  , "alive" : 3
  , "all" : 172
  , "allow" : 2
   } 
] 



Wrapping up MapReduce

I MapReduce is in it’s basics simple yet powerful.

I Each system does implement MapReduce in a differnet way.

I Understand your problem and choose the right solution!



Datastores



I free implementation of Google Big Table and MapReduce

I wide column store

I large scale data analysis & business intelligence

I Yahoo: several clusters of 4000 nodes each

I Facebook: 25 Petabytes

I runs on the JVM



a combination of many
projects/technologies:

Google Hadoop
MapReduce Hdaoop MapReduce

GFS HDFS
Sawzall Hive, Pig

BigTable HBase
Chubby Zookeeper



“go big or go home”



I Engineers from Akamai

I Written mostly in Erlang

I restful HTTP API

I MapReduce via JavaScript or Erlang

I can be used for long running computations and online
applications

I content agnostic

Nothing shared and self organizing architecture

I Hash ring

I Vector clocks

I Consensus protocol



⇒ very interesting and advanced concepts accessible through a
relatively simple API

Used in production

I Yammer

I Mozilla

I . . .

Is it ready for your business?



CouchDB

I JSON document store

I Based on ideas of Lotus Notes

I Written in Erlang

I Restful HTTP API (only)



MapReduce

I JavaScript or Erlang

I Map → static indexed B-Tree

I non dynamic queries

I HTTP GET (remember Riak?)

Principles

I focused

I tries not to do many things

I less options to tweak (and to get it wrong too!)

Sweetspot

Webapplications, . . .





CouchDB - Show functions

e.g. JSON-document → HTML



CouchDB - List functions

via Map (without Reduce!):
JSON-documents

I → HTML

I → ATOM

I . . .



(Ajaxified) 2-Tier Webapplications with CouchDB

Tools and Frameworks
I couchapp

I couchdev

I (nodejs)

I . . .

Recommended reading: Why NoSQL is bad for startups

http://labs.mudynamics.com/2010/04/01/why-nosql-is-bad-for-startups/


Thank you!

dr.th.schank.ch DrTom@schank.ch twitter.com/DrTom21

http://dr.th.schank.ch
mailto:DrTom@schank.ch
http://twitter.com/DrTom21
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